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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10121-10004
CARRILLO, IDA ABIES - O-23:223 - SR

CARRILLO WAS GRANTED A CSG IN OCTOBER 1962. NO

COLON, F. J. - SR

#0-354673 (COLON, FABIAN JESUS) FBI RPT. 8/11/60


THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA HAS BEEN DESIGNATED BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES PERSUASIVE TO EXECUTIVE ORDER 10450.

SHULTZ, STANLEY - O-31492 - BROTHER-IN-LAW

SUBJECT'S SISTER, ISABEL M. SHULTZ, IS THE SPOUSE OF STANLEY SHULTZ WHO IS CURRENTLY ASSIGNED AS A STAFF AGENT, GS-12, WITH AN AGENCY PROJECT. HE (SHULTZ) HAS BEEN WITH THE AGENCY AND ITS PREDECESSORS SINCE 1947.

LOPEZ, FERENDO (LT. COL.) - CIR

#0-363001-138, EAB NO. 13

SUBJECT'S CIR WAS APPROVED FOR LIAISON CONTACT ON A ONE-TIME BASIS IN MARCH 1962. NO

MATLACK, DOROTHE - O-344301 - SUPERVISOR

MATLACK HAS BEEN APPROVED FOR LIAISON CONTACT ON A CONTINUING BASIS SINCE 1953. NO

ULIBARRI, PRUDENCIO D. - O-233684 - CIR

SUBJECT'S CIR WAS GRANTED A PA FOR USE ON AN AGENCY PROJECT IN DEC. 1962. NO
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